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ARM 1 ARM 1 -- adder designadder design

ARM1 ARM1 –– the original ripplethe original ripple--carry adder:carry adder:
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ARM ARM 1 1 -- adder designadder design

Using CMOS Using CMOS andand--oror--invert gateinvert gate for the for the 

carry logic and alternating carry logic and alternating andand--or logicor logic so so 

that event bits use the circuit shown and that event bits use the circuit shown and 

odd bits use the dual circuit with odd bits use the dual circuit with inverted inverted 

inputs and outputsinputs and outputs and andand and--or gates or gates 

sswawapped around, the pped around, the worstworst--case carry case carry 

path is 32 gates longpath is 32 gates long..
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ARM ARM 2 2 -- adder designadder design

To reduce the propagation path length ARM2 To reduce the propagation path length ARM2 

used a used a 44--bit carry lookbit carry look--ahead logicahead logic.  .  

GG

PP

A[3:0]A[3:0]

B[3:0]B[3:0] sum[3:0]sum[3:0]44--bit bit 

adder adder 

logiclogic

Cout[3]Cout[3]

CCinin[[00]]
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ARM ARM 2 2 -- adder designadder design

Exercise: Draw the Exercise: Draw the logic scheme of the circuitlogic scheme of the circuit for for 

GGenerate and enerate and PPropagate signals   ropagate signals   

GG

PP

A[3:0]A[3:0]

B[3:0]B[3:0]
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control linescontrol lines
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bitbit--slice of ALUslice of ALU
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ARM ARM 2 2 -- ALUALU designdesign

0  1  0  1  1  00  1  0  1  1  0

A A ++ B B ++

carrycarry

A(i) busA(i) bus

B(i) busB(i) bus

ALU(i) busALU(i) bus

carry in/outcarry in/out
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ARM ARM 6 6 -- adder designadder design

The further The further reduction of the propagation timereduction of the propagation time is is 

provided by a provided by a carrycarry--select adderselect adder implemented with implemented with 

ARM 6ARM 6..

This form of adder computes the sums of varThis form of adder computes the sums of variouious s 

fields of the word for a carryfields of the word for a carry--in both zero and one. in both zero and one. 

The final result is selected by using the correct carryThe final result is selected by using the correct carry--

in value to control a multiplexer.in value to control a multiplexer.
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ARM ARM 6 6 -- adder designadder design
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ARM ARM 6 6 -- ALUALU designdesign

A latchA latch B latchB latch
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ARM ARM 6 6 -- ALUALU designdesign

A latchA latch B latchB latch

XOR gatesXOR gates XOR gatesXOR gates

Logic UnitLogic Unit Adder UnitAdder Unit

zero detectzero detect

invert Ainvert A invert Binvert B

CinCin

CC VVNN

ZZ

logic/ logic/ 

arithmeticarithmetic
ALU flagsALU flags
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ARM barrel shifterARM barrel shifter

The The shifter delay is criticalshifter delay is critical because it is because it is connected connected 

in series with ALUin series with ALU unit. unit. 

Therefore, it is implemented as a 32*32 crossTherefore, it is implemented as a 32*32 cross--bar bar 

switch matrix where each input is steered directly switch matrix where each input is steered directly 

to the appropriate output.to the appropriate output.

If a preIf a pre--charged logic is used, each switch may be charged logic is used, each switch may be 

implemented as one transistor.implemented as one transistor.
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ARM barrel shifterARM barrel shifter
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ARM barrel shifterARM barrel shifter

In the ARM the In the ARM the barrel shifterbarrel shifter operates in operates in negative negative 

logiclogic where a where a ‘1’ is represented as a potential near ‘1’ is represented as a potential near 

groundground and a and a ‘0’ by a potential near supply‘0’ by a potential near supply.              .              

PrePre--charging sets all the outputs to a logic ‘0’ (supply charging sets all the outputs to a logic ‘0’ (supply 

potential), so those outputs that are not connected to potential), so those outputs that are not connected to 

any input during a particular switching operation any input during a particular switching operation 

remain at ‘0’ giving the zero filling required by the remain at ‘0’ giving the zero filling required by the 

shift semantics.shift semantics.

prepre--charging to ‘0’charging to ‘0’
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ARM barrel shifter ARM barrel shifter -- rotationsrotations

For For rotate right functionrotate right function, the , the right shiftright shift diagonal is diagonal is 

enabled together with the enabled together with the complementary shift diagonalcomplementary shift diagonal. . 

For example, on the 4For example, on the 4--bit matrix rotate right one bit is bit matrix rotate right one bit is 

implemented using the ‘right1’ and the ‘left3’ (3=4implemented using the ‘right1’ and the ‘left3’ (3=4--1) 1) 

diagonals.diagonals.
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ARM multiplier designARM multiplier design

ARM1 ARM1 no hardwareno hardware for multiplicationfor multiplication

ARM2 lowARM2 low--cost multiplication hardware: 32cost multiplication hardware: 32--bit bit 

result multiply and multiplyresult multiply and multiply--accumulate instructionsaccumulate instructions

ARM6 high performance multiplication hardware: ARM6 high performance multiplication hardware: 

6464--bit result multiply and multiplybit result multiply and multiply--accumulate accumulate 

instructionsinstructions
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ARM low ARM low -- cost cost multipliermultiplier

LowLow--cost multipliercost multiplier employs the employs the barrel shifterbarrel shifter and and 

ALUALU to generate a to generate a 22--bit productbit product in each in each clock cycleclock cycle..

EarlyEarly--termination is used to stop the iterations when termination is used to stop the iterations when 

there are no more ones in the multiply register.there are no more ones in the multiply register.

The multiplier logic implements a modified Booth’s The multiplier logic implements a modified Booth’s 

algorithm that allows to generate 2algorithm that allows to generate 2--bit subbit sub--products products 

in one step.in one step.

The additional hardware is limited to a dedicated twoThe additional hardware is limited to a dedicated two--

bitsbits--perper--cycle shift register and a few gates for the cycle shift register and a few gates for the 

control logic.control logic.
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ARM low ARM low -- cost cost multipliermultiplier
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ARM highARM high--speed multiplierspeed multiplier

High performanceHigh performance multiplication employs multiplication employs redundant redundant 

binary representationbinary representation to avoid the carryto avoid the carry--propagatepropagate

delays associated with adding partial products delays associated with adding partial products 

together.together.

Intermediate results are held as partial sums and Intermediate results are held as partial sums and 

partial carries. These results are added in the main partial carries. These results are added in the main 

ALU at the end of multiplication.ALU at the end of multiplication.

During the multiplication the partial sums and carries During the multiplication the partial sums and carries 

are combined in carry save adders where carries may are combined in carry save adders where carries may 

propagate only one bit per addition stage.propagate only one bit per addition stage.
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Carry Carry -- save adderssave adders

The The simplest carrysimplest carry--save addersave adder has has 3 inputs3 inputs and and 2 2 

outputsoutputs that accept a that accept a partial sumpartial sum, a , a partial carrypartial carry and and 

a a partial productpartial product, all of , all of the same binary weightthe same binary weight..

The output produce a new partial sum and a new The output produce a new partial sum and a new 

partial carry where the carry has twice the weight of partial carry where the carry has twice the weight of 

the sum.the sum.

The internal logic of each simple adder is identical to The internal logic of each simple adder is identical to 

a conventional full adder, but the interconnection a conventional full adder, but the interconnection 

structure is different.structure is different.
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Carry Carry -- propagate adderpropagate adder

A  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  Cin

SumSum SumSum SumSum SumSumCoutCout CoutCout CoutCout CoutCout

The carryThe carry--propagate adder takes propagate adder takes two conventionaltwo conventional

(irredundant) (irredundant) binary numbersbinary numbers as inputs and as inputs and produces produces 

a binary suma binary sum..
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Carry Carry -- save addersave adder

A  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  CinA  B  Cin

SumSum SumSum SumSum SumSum
CoutCout CoutCout CoutCout CoutCout

The The carrycarry--save addersave adder takes takes one binaryone binary and and one one 

redundantredundant (partial sum and partial carry) (partial sum and partial carry) inputinput and and 

produces a produces a sumsum in a redundant binary representationin a redundant binary representation..
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Carry Carry -- save addersave adder

During the During the iterative multiplication stagesiterative multiplication stages, the , the sum is sum is 

fed backfed back and and combined with one partial productcombined with one partial product in in 

each iteration. each iteration. 

When all partial products have been added, the When all partial products have been added, the 

redundant representation is converted into a redundant representation is converted into a 

conventional binary number by adding the partial sum conventional binary number by adding the partial sum 

and partial carry in the carry propagate adder.and partial carry in the carry propagate adder.
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High performance multiplierHigh performance multiplier

High speed multipliers have High speed multipliers have several layers of carryseveral layers of carry--

save adderssave adders, each handling , each handling one partial productone partial product. . 

In some ARM cores the carryIn some ARM cores the carry--save array has four save array has four 

layers of adders, each handling two multiplier bits (see layers of adders, each handling two multiplier bits (see 

Booth algorithm), so the array can multiply eight bits Booth algorithm), so the array can multiply eight bits 

per clock cycle.per clock cycle.

The array is cycled up to four times, using early The array is cycled up to four times, using early 

termination, to complete multiplication in less than termination, to complete multiplication in less than 

four cycles when the multiplier has sufficient zeros in four cycles when the multiplier has sufficient zeros in 

the top bits.the top bits.
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High performance multiplierHigh performance multiplier

High speed multipliers have several layers of carryHigh speed multipliers have several layers of carry--

save adders, each handling one partial product. save adders, each handling one partial product. 

In some ARM cores the carryIn some ARM cores the carry--save array has four save array has four 

layers of adders, each handling two multiplier bits (see layers of adders, each handling two multiplier bits (see 

Booth algorithm), so the array can multiply eight bits Booth algorithm), so the array can multiply eight bits 

per clock cycle.per clock cycle.

The array is The array is cycled up to four timescycled up to four times, using , using early early 

terminationtermination, to complete multiplication in , to complete multiplication in less than less than 

four cyclesfour cycles when the multiplier has when the multiplier has sufficient number sufficient number 

of zerosof zeros in the in the top bitstop bits..
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High speed multiplier organizationHigh speed multiplier organization
registersregisters

Rs >> 8bits/cycleRs >> 8bits/cycle

RmRm

carrycarry--save adderssave adders

partial sumpartial sum

partial carrypartial carry

carrycarry--propagate adderpropagate adder

rotate sum rotate sum 

and carry 8 and carry 8 

bits/cyclebits/cycle
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ARM register bankARM register bank

ARM has 31 generalARM has 31 general--purpose 32purpose 32--bit registers containing bit registers containing 

almost 1 Kbytes of data.                                        almost 1 Kbytes of data.                                        

31 general31 general--purpose purpose 

registersregisters

3232--bit registerbit register
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ARM register ARM register cellcell

The transistor circuit of the register cell used in ARM cores The transistor circuit of the register cell used in ARM cores 

up to the ARM6 is based on an up to the ARM6 is based on an asymmetric crossasymmetric cross--coupled coupled 

pair of CMOS inverterspair of CMOS inverters which is overdriven by a strong which is overdriven by a strong 

signal from the ALU bus when the register contents are signal from the ALU bus when the register contents are 

changed.                                                        changed.                                                        

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus

writewrite read Aread A read Bread B
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ARM register ARM register cellcell

The The feedback inverterfeedback inverter is made weak in order to minimize is made weak in order to minimize 

the the cell’s resistancecell’s resistance to the new value.                                  to the new value.                                  

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus

writewrite read Aread A read Bread B
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ARM register ARM register cellcell

The The A and B buses are preA and B buses are pre--chargedcharged to to VddVdd during phase 2 during phase 2 

of the clock cycle, so the register cell needs only discharge of the clock cycle, so the register cell needs only discharge 

the read buses, which it does through nthe read buses, which it does through n--type pass type pass 

transistors when the read lines are enabled.transistors when the read lines are enabled.

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus

writewrite read Aread A read Bread B
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transistors when the read lines are enabled.transistors when the read lines are enabled.
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ARM register ARM register cellcell

This register cell This register cell works wellworks well with a with a 5 V supply5 V supply.               .               

In new designs ARM uses lower supply voltages where In new designs ARM uses lower supply voltages where 

writing a ‘1’ through the nwriting a ‘1’ through the n--type pass transistor would type pass transistor would 

be impossible.                                                  be impossible.                                                  

Instead it uses a full CMOS transmission gate requiring Instead it uses a full CMOS transmission gate requiring 

complementary write enable control lines.complementary write enable control lines.

NN--MOSMOS PP--MOSMOS
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ARM register bankARM register bank

The The register cellsregister cells are are arranged in columnsarranged in columns to form a to form a 

3232--bit registerbit register, and the columns are packed , and the columns are packed 

together to form the together to form the complete register bankcomplete register bank..

The decoders for the read and write enable lines The decoders for the read and write enable lines 

are packed above the columns; the enable lines run are packed above the columns; the enable lines run 

vertically and the data buses horizontalvertically and the data buses horizontallly acroy acrosss the s the 

array of register cells.array of register cells.
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ARM register bankARM register bank

The register cells are arranged in columns to form a The register cells are arranged in columns to form a 

3232--bit register, and the columns are packed bit register, and the columns are packed 

together to form the complete register bank.together to form the complete register bank.

The The decodersdecoders for the read and for the read and writewrite enable linesenable lines

are packed above the columns; the are packed above the columns; the enableenable lineslines run run 

verticallyvertically and the and the data buses horizontaldata buses horizontalllyy acroacrosss the s the 

array of register cells.array of register cells.
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ARM register bankARM register bank

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus

VddVdd

VssVss

register cellsregister cells
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ARM register bankARM register bank

A bus A bus read read decodersdecoders

BB bus bus read read decodersdecoders

write write decodersdecoders

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus

VddVdd

VssVss

register cellsregister cells
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ARM register bankARM register bank

A bus A bus read read decodersdecoders

BB bus bus read read decodersdecoders

write write decodersdecoders

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus

VddVdd

VssVss

register cellsregister cellsPC busPC bus

INC busINC bus
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ARM register bankARM register bank

The ARM The ARM program counterprogram counter register is physically part of register is physically part of 

the register bank, but it has the register bank, but it has two writetwo write and and three read three read 

portsports whereas the other registers have one write and whereas the other registers have one write and 

two read ports. two read ports. 

PC busPC bus

INC busINC bus

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus
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ARM register bankARM register bank

The ARM program counter register is physically part of The ARM program counter register is physically part of 

the register bank, but it has two write and three read the register bank, but it has two write and three read 

ports whereas the ports whereas the other registersother registers have have one writeone write and and 

two readtwo read portsports. . 

PC busPC bus

INC busINC bus

ALU busALU bus

A busA bus

B busB bus
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ARM data path layoutARM data path layout

The ARM datapath The ARM datapath is laid outis laid out to a to a constant pitch per constant pitch per 

bitbit. . 

Each function is laid out to this pitch.Each function is laid out to this pitch.

The buses pass over the functional blocks. The buses pass over the functional blocks. 

The order of the blocks is chosen to minimize the The order of the blocks is chosen to minimize the 

number of additional buses passing over more number of additional buses passing over more 

complex functions. complex functions. 
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The order of the blocks is chosen to minimize the The order of the blocks is chosen to minimize the 

number of additional buses passing over more number of additional buses passing over more 

complex functions. complex functions. 
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ARM data path layoutARM data path layout
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ARM data path layoutARM data path layout
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bit. bit. 
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses

includes PCincludes PC

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank

oneone--bit pitchbit pitch
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank

multipliermultiplier

ALUALU

shiftershifter

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank

operational unitsoperational units
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank

multipliermultiplier

ALUALU

shiftershifter

data indata in

instruction pipeinstruction pipe

data outdata out

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank

data data 

communication communication 

buffersbuffers
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank
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ALUALU

shiftershifter

data indata in
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register bank register bank 
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses

address registeraddress register
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DinDin

data write busdata write bus
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank

multipliermultiplier

ALUALU

shiftershifter

data indata in

instruction pipeinstruction pipe

data outdata out
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ARM data path layout & busesARM data path layout & buses

address registeraddress register

incrementerincrementer

register bankregister bank

multipliermultiplier

ALUALU

shiftershifter

data indata in

instruction pipeinstruction pipe
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ARM control pathARM control path

The The control pathcontrol path in simpler ARM cores has in simpler ARM cores has 

three structural componentsthree structural components::

an instruction decoder PLAan instruction decoder PLA

distributed secondary control associated distributed secondary control associated 

with main functional unitswith main functional units

decentralized control units for specific decentralized control units for specific 

instructionsinstructions
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ARM control pathARM control path

The control path in simpler ARM cores has The control path in simpler ARM cores has 
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with main functional unitswith main functional units
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ARM instruction decoder PLAARM instruction decoder PLA

instructioninstruction

decode PLAdecode PLA
cycle cycle 

countercounter

Class of instructionClass of instruction: ALU, load/store, branch, : ALU, load/store, branch, 

coco--processor,..processor,..
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ARM secondary controlARM secondary control

instructioninstruction

decode PLAdecode PLA
cycle cycle 

countercounter

address address 

controlcontrol
register register 

controlcontrol
ALU ALU 

controlcontrol
shifter shifter 

controlcontrol
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ARM decentralized controlARM decentralized control

instructioninstruction coco--processorprocessor

decode PLAdecode PLA
cycle cycle 

countercounter

multiply multiply 

controlcontrol

load/store load/store 

controlcontrol

address address 

controlcontrol
register register 

controlcontrol
ALU ALU 

controlcontrol
shifter shifter 

controlcontrol
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ARM hard cores versus soft coresARM hard cores versus soft cores

There are There are two kinds of supportstwo kinds of supports for the for the implementationimplementation

of of ARM coresARM cores::

a hard macrocell that is delivered as physical layout a hard macrocell that is delivered as physical layout 

ready to be incorporated into the final designready to be incorporated into the final design

a soft macrocell that is delivered as a synthesizable a soft macrocell that is delivered as a synthesizable 

design expressed in a hardware description language design expressed in a hardware description language 

such as Verilog HDL or VHDLsuch as Verilog HDL or VHDL
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